
an environmental sustainability program
for the commercial cleaning industry



What is 
ecoClean?

Applicants are assessed by an independent certifier, against a 
set of standard criteria. Those who hold ecoClean certification 
must demonstrate that they:
• Comply with all existing environmental laws and 

regulations;
• Have commitment to continous improvement;
• Have a staff training program in environmental responsibility 

throughout the organisation; and 
• Engage actively with staff and clients to improve 

performance.

The ecoClean certification and the use of the ecoClean 
logo are intended to acknowledge those businesses 
that have made a commitment to adopting good 
environmental practices.

ecoClean is an environmental sustainability 
program developed by the Queensland Division of 
the Building Contractors’ Association of Australia 
(BSCAA). It is designed to promote environmentally 
sustainable practices within the Commercial 
Cleaning Industry and to assist businesses to 
continously improve their performance.

It is a stepped program, modelled on the Business 
Sustainability Roadmap developed by the Qld 
state government. There are several levels 
through which participants gradually improve their 
environmental sustainability. A company needs 
to complete each of the preceding levels before 
proceeding to the next level.

Benefits for facility managers,
clients and tenants of buildings
Clients of ecoClean certified contractors will benefit because:
• Water and electricity use on site will reduce because certified contractors are expected to minimise 

use of water and electricity on site
• There is improved indoor air quality as the use of hazardous chemicals on site are reduced
• There is an assurance that cleaning staff are trained in environmental care with indirect positive 

impact on cleaning standards and on-site safety.

How are sustainability 
credentials assessed?



How does it work?
ecoClean has one entry level followed by four more levels:

“As a contractor we have 
embraced each level of the 
program and are currently certified 
at Level 4 - Leadership.Through 
each level of the program we have 
been externally audited and have 
found it a rewarding and beneficial 
direction for the company. Our 
clients have benefited by reduced 
usage of water and electricity 
and by much improved indoor air 
quality. Our clients are happy and 
we are happy.”

FOUR
LEADERSHIP
ecoClean Level Four is the highest level of achievement that requires adoption of best 
practice in all activities. This is the level which should be achieved by those contracted 
to clean “Green Star” rated Buildings.

THREE
ISO 14001 ACCREDITATION
ecoClean Level Three demonstrates compliance with the ISO 14001 Environmental 
Managemetn Systems. It requires evidence of a successful audit conducted by an 
approved ISO auditor.

TWO
SUSTAINABILITY
ecoClean Level Two embeds gains already made and makes them part of regular 
practice. It requires a level of environmental care and documentation modelled closely 
on the requirements for accreditation under ISO 14001.

ONE
IMPLEMENATATION
ecoClean Level One demonstrates that the business is environmentaqlly responsible 
and is improving performance. This leel of achievement should be expected of 
businesses seeking to be awarded government contracts (Federal, State or Local).

ENTRY
COMMITMENT
ecoClean Entry Level ensures a business is complying with all current mandatory 
environmental requirements for business operation and is the first step towards 
improving overall environmental committment to improve their performance. 



What sustainability behaviours 
does it address?
ecoClean takes a “cradle to grave” approach, recognising that sustainable cleaning needs to address 
purchasing choices, operational behaviours both in head offices and on client property, staff training and the 
overall commitment of the business managers and staff to sustainability.

The program therefore addresses:

Purchasing choices which clearly 
recognise the desire to select
environmentally friendly products
wherever possible. Key choices
involve cleaning chemicals, paper
products, packaging materials,
equipment, appliances, and 
vehicles. At advanced levels, Life
Cycle Analysis of major product
purchases are expected.
Chemicals handling focusing on
the need to protect both staff and
the environment from the effects 
of chemical use and disposal. Key
elements of the program involve
risk assessment, provision of
safety equipment and effect staff
training which ensures chemicals
are used wisely and handled so
as to minimise adverse impacts. 
Those seeking certification should
demonstrate a significant move 
away from the use of hazardous 
and environmentally harmful 
cleaning products and substitution 
with environmentally friendly 
chemicals.  

Energy consumption reduction
through buying Energy Star office,
kitchen and laundry appliances.
Developing clear procedures for 
all staff to follow towards reducing
the overall electricity consumption
especially while on client sites.

Water use reduction through
choice of water efficient washing
machines, scrubbers and gurneys
and use of microfibre cloths 
and mops.
Waste management and 
disposal focusing compliance
with waste handling obligations 
and a proactive approach to the
promotion of waste minimisation
and recycling wherever practical. 

Noise, dust and odours to 
the extent that they have an
environmental impact, especially
in relation to indoor air quality and 
the comfort of client staff or 
residents.
Monitoring and review to ensure
continous improvement.

What are the benefits of joining?
Participation in the scheme is open to ALL those involved in commercial cleaning regardless of membership of 
BSCAA. Participants in ecoClean are clear about its benefits including:
• Better environmental performance, boosting staff moral and giving back to the community;
• Saving money by reducing electricity, fuel, water and product consumption;
• Competitive advantage by responding to the growing demand for “environmentally friendly” products and 

services; and
• Use of the ecoClean logo in marketing and advertising material which shows that the business has a 

commitment to sustainability with demonstrable achievements. 
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